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CORONA SPORTSMEN’S CLUB INC. 

MAY 2008 NEWSLETTER

NEXT  MEETING 
        TUESDAY JUNE 24TH

A NEW DRAWING FOR A FIREARM WILL BE SEPTEMBER
 23RD!!!!        YOU MUST BE AT THE MEETING TO WIN!!!!! 

CLUB     MEETINGS 

MEETING       DATE LOCATION TIME

Board of Directors 3rd Wednesday Mimi’s Café, Corona 7:00 PM

Members Business Meeting 4th Tuesday 7:00 PM Sizzler, Corona 

ALISON DUKE  LOST $175.00 AT THE LAST MONEY CLUB MEETING MAY 27TH!!
 

29810 MORNING BREEZE DR.
MENIFEE, CA 92584

We have a web site up and running!! Take a look at www.coronasportsmen.com

it’s designed for old newsletters & basic information only. Sorry, no forums, 

but we will take your photos to add to the site. 

Email us at coronasportsmen@hotmail.com
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check out the new web site at   www.coronasportsmen.com

BOARD OF DIRECTORS - May 21, 2008   
President George called the meeting to order.
Secretary, Wes Hjellum read the minutes from the last meeting. Approved.
Membership, Ray collins reported we had 227 members.
Treasurer, Leonard said different tax filing for this year. Turned over to a service for proper tax filing.

Safety officer not at meeting
New Business: Moving board meeting to Mimi’s Café in Corona. We’re going have a raffle for a rifle, pistol or shotgun every 
quarter (3months). 1 FREE Ticket will given out by participating in any club match or members meeting before each drawing. 

Club will buy the firearm from  J.W. Guns &/or Annie Get Your Gun, both members of this club. Gun shop owners have been 
advised that no money will be given to the winner but they can trade the firearm in for one of they might want and pay any 
differences to the gun shop. If you go to 3 club events you get 3 tickets, if you go to 6 events, you get 6 chances to win, and so on. 
YOU MUST BE AT THE GIVEAWAY MEETING TO WIN THE FIREARM, OR THE NEXT NAME PULLED THAT IS 
PRESENT WILL WIN!

Range Officer Zerger; range is in good condition, some damage to road with rain, but still easily accessible.

You must be a current verified member or prospective member, paid in full by the month of drawing. Coronasportsmen

  MEMBERSHIP  MEETING - May 27, 2008
President George called the meeting to order at 7:16pm.
Pledge of Allegiance Lead by Mark.
Secretary, Wes Hjellum read the minutes. Approved as read.
Membership Chairman, Ray Collins,, reported 227 members.
Treasurer, Leonard Raimondo: $60,399.21 in bank, Taxes, lease & insurance due in July or August.
Safety Report: Brian Mc Donald not in attendance.  Safety meeting to follow meeting for all new members tonight by Scott Zerger.
Range Officer, Scott Zerger  said no burning on property. We have no permit to burn trash on property. Please take your trash
when you leave the range. Also no cardboard or targets to be left in the container as the club is providing these items.
SHOOT REPORTS :
RUNNING DEER: 3 total showed, no shoot
TROPHY TRAP: 2 total shooters.
HIGH POWER RIFLE: 2 shooters, George took 2nd place.
COWBOY: 8 total shooters on Mothers Day.
THREE GUN: Shoot scheduled for last weekend in June, weather permitting.
BLACK POWDER: 10 total shooters, 3 way tie for 1st place.
BULLSEYE: 13 total shooters, 10 MEMBERS, 1 GUESTS, 2 JUNIORS.
TACTICAL: 21 total shooters, 4 new shooters.
3 GUN SHOOT: Next shoot Sunday, June 29th
NEW BUSINESS:  We’re going have a raffle for a rifle, pistol or shotgun every quarter (3months). First drawing will be at the
Sept 23rd meeting. 1 FREE Ticket will given out by participating in any club match or members meeting before each drawing. 
You must be a current verified member or prospective member, paid in full, by the month of drawing. Coronasportsmen Club will 
buy the firearm from  J.W. Guns &/or Annie Get Your Gun, both members of this club. Gun shop owners have been advised that 
no money will be given to the winner but they can trade the firearm in for one of they might want and pay any differences to the 
gun shop. Members will be responsible for DROS. If you go to 3 club events you get 3 tickets, if you go to 6 events, you get 6 chances 
to win, and so on. YOU MUST BE AT THE GIVEAWAY MEETING TO WIN THE FIREARM, OR THE NEXT NAME PULLED 
THAT IS PRESENT WILL WIN!

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

THE FIRST FIREARM BEING GIVEN AWAY IS A 10/22T, TARGET RIFLE WITH A BULL 
BARREL AND LAMINATED STOCK. DROS WILL BE PAID ON THIS FIREARM BY THE 
CLUB.  YOU CAN VIEW THE FIREARM AT “ANNIE GET YOUR GUN” OR IT WILL BE 
AT OUR  NEXT GENERAL MEETING IN JUNE.
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There is no single factor that affects accuracy more profoundly or is neglected by more shooters than proper bore 
cleaning. Bore fouling is the number-one reason that previously well-behaved rifles suddenly start to shoot poorly. I 
have a .338 Winchester Model 70 rifle that contributed a great deal to my increasingly gray hair. It was once a fair 
shooter, but it slowly went sour after a long summer of load development and testing. I rebedded the action and 
recrowned the muzzle. I tried every trick I knew, but nothing would help—including what I thought was proper 
cleaning. In the end I ran it through the Outers Foul Out electronic cleaner for 13 cycles (using the method detailed 
below) before it finally showed clean at the start of the cycle. I combined this with lots of work with a rod and good 
solvents until there was no doubt that all fouling was removed. It took a very long time and a lot of work, but in the 
end, it was worth it. That rifle went from shooting 4-inch groups at 100 yards to a 1.5-inch rifle with that cleaning. 

What I eventually learned about the rifle was that its bore was not all that good to start with (it is rough), and it 
quickly fouls. When that happens, accuracy takes a nose dive. I had been cleaning it regularly during the load 
development process, but never completely. The fouling accumulated over time. This was, no doubt, compounded 
by shooting a lot of Barnes X-Bullets and early Winchester Fail Safe bullets. Both use relatively soft, ductile metal 
which has a tendency to cause more fouling. The point is that there wasn’t a thing wrong with the rifle. No rifle will 
shoot well with a badly fouled bore. 

Though I am convinced that small amounts of fouling dramatically affect a rifle’s performance, I wondered if I 
could quantify just how accuracy went to hell when cleaning wasn’t conducted properly. So I recently tested the 
effect of fouling on accuracy with two Remington rifles wearing stainless-steel barrels. My results show how 
relatively few rounds can denigrate a rifle’s performance. 

I realized, however, that even if I convince you that fouling is fouling up your rifle, you may not know how much 
effort and technique is involved in getting a bore truly clean. Below, then, are cleaning solutions I know work 
because I’ve seen the results they deliver. If you employ them, you’ll most likely see improved accuracy in your 
centerfire rifles. 

Accuracy Testing
To see how fouling affects centerfire rifle performance, we shot a series of three-round groups at 100 yards with 
factory loads. We logged and recorded the results on a group-by-group basis in the accompanying table and graph. 

The shocking truth is this: Some guns may begin shooting erratically after just a few rounds have fouled the bore. 
For example, in our tests, a Remington Model 700 7mm STW shot Remington 140-grain factory loads very well for 
only two groups (six rounds). The first group logged in at 0.85 inch, the second was also under MOA at 0.98 inch. 
The third group, in contrast, ballooned to 1.8 inches. After another six groups, the gun was shooting about 3 inches. 
Then, after cleaning, it dropped back down to 0.95 inches. 

This experience parallels the results we recorded for a Remington Model 7 in the new .260 Remington. Also 
shooting factory loads in this gun, our first group measured 0.72 inch, followed by two more good clusters of 0.98 
inch and 1.10 inches. Thereafter, accuracy took a nosedive, dropping to 1.68 inches. The next few groups were even 
worse, ranging between 2 and 3 inches. After cleaning, the gun dropped back down to the 1-inch range. 

We realize that most shooters know their guns need to be clean to shoot at their best, but we doubt that most gun 
owners know how quickly accuracy can suffer and to what extent performance can degrade. Furthermore, we think 
most recreational shooters may not understand how to get a bore truly clean. It’s not enough to run a patch through 
the bore a couple of times. All the metal and powder fouling needs to be removed, and that takes a lot of effort. 
Below, we detail one regimen that will produce a clean bore and help you get the most accuracy from your rifle. 

Detailed Cleaning
The key to cleaning the bore is to do it properly and often. It’s easy to come in tired from a long day of shooting or 
hunting and just run a patch or two through the bore, or often do nothing at all. That just won’t cut it. 

Even if you think you have cleaned the barrel, chances are that you have not done it correctly or completely. 
Usually, at best, the end of a shooting session will find most of us simply passing a few solvent-soaked patches 

Performance Upgrade: Clean Bore, Cleaner Scores
Want that erratic gun to shoot right again? Then follow our 
rigorous—but ultimately effective—bore-swabbing regimen. www.gun-tests.com
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through the bore and thinking we have things under control. The truth is that a fouled bore is tough and time 
consuming to clean properly. Fouling is a cumulative problem, and each time we fail to clean properly, the fouling 
is compounded until the rifle finally rebels. 

Any rifle will react to fouling, but the typically smaller bores of today’s popular rifles are particularly susceptible. 
In a smaller bore a given amount of fouling affects a larger percentage of the surface area of a bullet that passes 
through (as opposed to bigger bores), and accuracy can deteriorate quickly and drastically. 

Guides, Rods, and Cradles
If it’s possible, always clean from the breech and use a rod guide. The best guides not only keep the rod aligned 
with the bore, but also protect the action from dripping solvent and crud from the bore. Bore guides also make it 
much easier to start a patch and to apply solvent to the patch. Stoney Point has three models, one of which will 
work with most bolt actions and single shots on the market. Dewey also offers some that are caliber specific. 

Some rifles such as pump actions, lever actions, or semiautos must be cleaned from the muzzle. If you can’t clean 
from the bore, at least use a rod guide to protect the crown from cleaning-rod wear. Also, put a rag in the action to 
catch the crud you push out of the barrel. Rod guides for the muzzle look a little like a funnel. The tapered outside 
is designed to fit into the muzzle, while a hole through the center the same diameter as the rod will keep it centered 
and prevent contact with the crown. 

The best cleaning rods are one piece, either hardened steel or plastic coated. Some shooters believe a hard-steel rod 
will not pick up grit and become a file as it runs down the bore. Other shooters prefer a coated rod because they 
believe that as a rod flexes inside the bore, a steel rod will continuously hit the barrel at the flex point and damage 
the rifling as it pushes the patch through. Most precision-oriented shooters we’ve encountered use coated rods. 
Dewey offers a selection of coated rods. Regardless of which you choose, be sure to wipe the rod often with a clean 
rag to keep grit from accumulating. 

It is always best to hold the rifle in a cradle. For a work bench it is hard to beat the Decker Gun Vise. Midway also 
offers a range box that serves for a multitude of chores in addition to carrying gear for the range. The box comes 
with a complete set of cleaning tools as well as a built-in cradle to hold the rifle. The MTM Gunsmith’s 
Maintenance Center will hold the rifle for cleaning as well hold a lot of tools and chemicals. Those shooters who 
already have one of the ubiquitous MTM Shooter’s Boxes might consider the Portable Rifle Maintenance Center 
that will fit on top of the box for field cleaning. 

Solvents and Their Application
It’s out of the scope of this article to compare solvents, because it is our opinion that even the best solvent poorly 
applied won’t do the job. That said, we like and use Outers Super Solvent or the Shooter’s Choice solvents. To 
apply them properly, make several passes through the bore with a fairly tight patch well soaked with solvent. Use 
each patch for only one pass through the barrel, replacing it with a new solvent-soaked patch after every pass. You 
may want to let the gun soak a few minutes between passes to allow the solvent to work. Outers has a new foaming 
solvent that stays in contact with the entire bore surface instead of running to the bottom. 

Now use a properly-fitted bronze brush soaked with solvent and make several passes. Bronze is the best brush 
material, in our view. Nylon doesn’t have the scrubbing ability of bronze, and a stainless-steel brush can gall and 
ruin the barrel very quickly. Keep the brush wet with solvent, reapplying after every couple of passes. Follow with 
one wet and several dry patches to remove all traces of solvent. Always remove the solvent from your brush after 
use with a spray such as Outers Crud Cutter. This is to prevent abrasive debris from accumulating, and because 
some solvents will eat the bronze bristles away. 

Now scrub the bore with a patch and a good copper solvent such as Barnes CR-10, Shooter’s Choice Copper 
Remover, Outers Super Solvent, or Hoppe’s Bench Rest Copper Solvent. Be sure to read the instructions on the 
label; these are harsh chemicals. Some should not be left in the barrel for more than a few minutes, others should 
not be mixed with other solvents. Let the bore soak for a few minutes and follow with another wet patch. When you 
have patches coming out white with no trace of green or blue (it may take a while if the fouling is extensive), dry 
the bore with several clean patches. 

Next, scrub the bore with the general solvent again using patches and brushes. Then dry and repeat the copper 
solvent treatment. Sometimes metal fouling can be trapped under layers of baked-on powder fouling that you must 
remove to allow the copper solvent to get at the metal fouling. Keep repeating this process until you have no sign of 
blue or green on any patches used with the copper solvent. 
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If you wish to simplify this process, you can use the Foul Out Electronic Cleaner from Outers. This device uses an 
electric current to activate a reverse plating process that removes the bore fouling and deposits it on a metal rod, 
speeding up the process a great deal. Use the Electronic Cleaner like you would the copper solvent. After the patch 
and brush treatment with the bore solvent, wipe the bore clean with several dry patches and finish with a patch wet 
with Outers Crud Cutter or similar product to remove all traces of oil or solvent. Rubbing alcohol works fairly well 
in a pinch. Always sand the rod and clean it with Crud Cutter or alcohol before inserting it in the barrel. This creates 
a clean metal surface with no oxidation or oil to prevent the current from flowing properly. 

Run the electronic cleaner until it indicates a clean barrel. Dry the barrel with a clean patch, then run a patch wet 
with bore solvent followed by a brush that is well saturated with bore solvent and repeat the processes. This is to get 
access to any layers of metal fouling that are trapped behind powder fouling. It is surprising how often you run 
through the Foul Out’s cycle until it indicates a clean barrel only to have it light up again (indicating fouling) after 
scrubbing the barrel and starting the Foul Out with fresh Cop Out liquid. 

Remember, that .338 Winchester needed to cycle through the electronic cleaner 13 times before it came clean. Part 
of that was because there was so much fouling that the Cop Out liquid was exhausted long before the fouling was 
removed, but also because the metal fouling was layered with powder fouling. 

The Foul Out cleaner does not always remove every minute speck of fouling, so once it indicates a clean barrel 
upon start up after the bore-scrubbing procedure, dry the barrel and follow with a good scrubbing with a copper 
remover on patches. If they come out without green or blue, great. If not, keep at it, alternating wet and dry patches 
with intervals of about 10 minutes of soaking time in between until there is absolutely no trace of color in a dry 
patch after it wipes a bore that has been soaking for at least 5 minutes in copper solvent. Finally, dry the bore with 
several clean patches and apply a rust protector such as Outers Metal Seal with a patch. Before shooting again, run 
a dry patch through the barrel to remove any residual rust preventative. Often, the first shot may be off from the 
expected point-of-impact, usually high, so a fouling shot is not a bad idea before hunting or shooting for score. 

Take the stock off the gun and clean underneath. It’s surprising what collects between the metal and the stock. This 
can affect accuracy, particularly crud that contacts a floating barrel. 

Trigger Cleaning
Clean the trigger by spraying the mechanism well with Crud Cutter. Do this chore outdoors because grease-cutting 
solvents can be nasty if you breathe too much of them. Work at the trigger from all angles and spray into every hole 
or access point you can find. Use lots of spray; the runoff is what takes the junk with it. Remember that after the 
solvent dries, the metal that remains is completely clean and will rust quickly if it is not protected. Spray the trigger 
with a good lubricant/protector such as Rem-Oil or Outers Tri-Lube. Make certain the lube is not temperature 
sensitive, there are few things in life more aggravating than a hunting rifle that fails to shoot because oil has 
gummed up in the cold. 

Bolt Cleaning
You can give the bolt the same treatment by spraying into every available port with a good degreaser. However, the 
best way to clean a bolt is to disassemble it and then clean the parts with degreasing solvent. Check your owner’s 
manual for instructions on how to take the bolt apart on your particular rifle. Remember that the metal will need to 
be protected from rust and lubricated. Here again, make sure the product you choose is not temperature sensitive. 
One of the most common problems with cold weather hunting is when rifles fail to fire because goo in the bolt 
hardened in the cold. 

Coat all metal surfaces with a good rust preventative before assembling the action back in the stock. These are areas 
that you don’t access with a normal rubdown, so be sure to use a long lasting protector such as Outer’s Metal Seal 
or Shooter’s Choice Rust Prevent. 

Performance Shooter Recommends
If you properly clean the bore after shooting sessions, things will go a lot easier in the future. Because you are not 
allowing fouling to build up, each cleaning session should be relatively short. Also, by cleaning the barrel 
completely each time, you will allow the bullets to gradually smooth any minor imperfections in the bore, which in 
turn reduces fouling and enhances accuracy. Thus, the next time you miss, you will need another excuse, because it 
won’t be due to fouling. We usually blame the wind.          

I felt this article was worthy of the space, as we all need to pay attention to this important column.....Mark 
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Please contact coronasportsmen@hotmail.com to add your name to the members email list.

2 shooters, George got 2nd.

HIGH POWER RIFLE SHOOT  -  DAVE BISHOP  -  951-735-8407

May 3, 2008 Shoot       3 showed, No shoot

 BLACK POWDER IS BACK!      Scott Cline 951-682-3231

1st    Creek Harding
2nd   

4th   Sloan Easy

Maddog Mark
3rd   Center fire Justice   

6th   Whirlwind Wendy
7th   Scarbro
8th   Birdie

5th   Crow Walker

      Cowboy action shooting is a multi-faceted sport in which contestants compete with firearms typical of 
those used in the taming of the Old West; single action revolvers, lever action rifles and double barreled, side 
by side, pre 1899 pump or lever action shotguns. The shooting competition is staged in a unique, characterized,
 “Old West” style. Contestants shoot in several one, two or three gun stages in 
which they fire on reactive steel silhouette targets. Scoring is based on accuracy 
and speed. Try it. Help, advice, and training are freely given. 
Come Enjoy and dress cowboy period if you want!

COWBOY ACTION SHOOT  -  LEONARD DENAULT  - 951- 686-2416
May 11th , 2008      Leonard reports there were 8 shooters at drygulch on a sunny Mother’s Day:

  RUNNING DEER  -  DEL ONASCH  -  951-688-0238    

May 4th, 2008   22 shooters, great weather. Jim had a (Revolver) division shown in overall scores.
TACTICAL SHOOT  -  JIM SCHAFFLER  -  951-789-1961

  TROPHY TRAP - TIM DEVER -  951-272-0409 
2 shooters, Tim & Ray, they tied.

12. Darryl      269.18
13. Chet         302.89
14. Ryan        304.45
15. Ron S.     309.05
16. Steve L.   310.34
17. Scott N.   314.29
18. Jerry W.  319.55
19. Zorn        330.50
20. Scott Z.   352.82
21. Shaun      475.53

1.   Mark D.         151.93
2.   Brian Mc D   158.98
3.   Robert W      183.43
4.   Wendy V       203.81
5.   Erik D.          209.14
6.   Jerry F.         233.52
7.   Chris B.        238.53
8.   Victor            256.11
9.   Todd B.         262.50
10. Woody          265.03
11. Jim S.           268.26

1.  Jim S.          268.26 (revolver)
2. Darryl          269.18 (revolver)
3. Scott Z.        352.82 (revolver)

    REVOLVER DIVISION

J.W. Guns
 and Accessories

250 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

(951) 682-3270

*Rev

*Rev

*Rev

*Rev

May 18th Black powder shoot report-10 shooters
Three winners- Dale Anderson, Mike Neal, Adel Salem...in that order.
In July there will be an "open" black powder shoot. Whatever you have 
that shoots black powder(i.e. cap and ball, single shot pistol, BPCR,etc.)
bring it out to shoot! Always looking for more shooters! S. Cline
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  BULLSEYE SHOOT MIKE PURKISS 909-920-9402 
May 24th, 2008 shoot had 13 total shooters, 10 members, 1 guests & 2 junior shooters.

 Total possible points = 1200. 
1st   Mike Purkiss    1034
2nd  Scott Cline       1021
3rd  Ray Tenold       1019
4th  Pat Corless        1011
5th  David Malmad   996

 
6th Jason Waltz    993
7th Tom Elin         861
8th Wayne Waltz  821
9th Eric Webster  783
10th  Jim Elin       704

 
11th Matt Waltz    612
12th Rob Corless  603
13th Bob Allen      537

EVENT DAY TIME SHOOT CHAIRMAN PHONE 

Running Deer (951) 688-0238     Del Onasch9:00 AM    Saturday

Bullseye Saturday  (909) 920-9402

(714) 292-8012

Mike Purkiss

Call George Kingston
with your details to 
get approval for use
 of the range this day

(951) 737-8154

High Power Rifle

Sunday 9:00 AM

(951) 735-8407Dave Bishop

Tactical Shoot 

Cowboy Shoot 

1

1

st

st

  Sunday 

2nd  Sunday 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

Jim Schaffler 

Leonard Denault 

Call Scott Cline

(951) 789-1961 

(951) 686-2416 

(951) 682-3231

 

Trophy Trap    2nd  Saturday Tim Dever   (951) 272-0409 

Make-up shoots 
Rained out shoots
Open Events
Junior shoots

 

 

 
 

3

 
 

rd   Sunday  

9:00 AM

 
 

 
 

Black Powder
 

3rd

th

th

  Saturday 

 

 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

4

4

Pat Corless

CLUB SPONSORED SHOOTS
Shoot Schedules do not change very often. Keep this copy for future reference.

Saturday or Sunday th53 Gun Shoot

POSITION NAME PHONE 

 

Please contact Mark(above) to add your name to the email list.

If you are receiving the emailed copy you will no longer be receiving the paper copy unless we are advised otherwise.

 

 

  BOARD   OF   DIRECTORS   

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Range Manager
Range Safety
Member
Member
Newsletter

Emailed Newsletter/website

(951) 737-8154
(951) 736-1078
(951) 354-5667
(951) 301-5981
(951) 734-4851
(818) 292-1538
(951) 272-0409
(951) 938-1749
(951) 734-1231

(951) 674-6745

George Kingston
Wes Hjellum
Leonard Raimondo
Ray Collins
Scott Zerger
Brian McDonald
Tim Dever
Cliff Massingale
John Hjellum
Email:
Mark Dittmer
Email:  

 JohnHjellum@earthlink.net

CoronaSportsmen@hotmail.com

mailto:JohnHjellum@earthlink.net
mailto:CoronaSportsmen@hotmail.com
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LOCAL FIELD REPRESENTATIVES

NRA   SPECIAL   EVENTS 
     

Friends of NRA events raise funds to support youth firearm safety, hunter education and other 
programs. Join your fellow firearm enthusiasts for a fun-filled evening at a Friends event in your 
hometown. For more information about an event near you, call (800) 672-3888 ext. 1342 or 
visit  

shooting 

www.nrafoundation.org/friends

GUN   SHOWS

May 31-June 1     Vallejo, CA
Solano County Fairgrounds

May 17-18      Paso Robles, CA
Paso Robles Event Center

May 17-18        Ontario, CA
Ontario Convention Center
Crossroads of the West
801-544-9125

Central Coast Gun Show
805-481-6726

Code of the west
530-676-8762

Steve Gomez 909-560-6000    Westvalleyfna@aol.com

Southern CA  Lisa Lee (818) 241-0735   Email: llee@nrahq.org
 

May 4        Sloughhouse, CA

May 3-4     Richmond, CA

May 23-25     Raahauges Ranch, Norco, CA

May 10             Lemoore, CA

May 18                        Fresno, CA

    
AREA   SHOOTS

PISTOL SHOOTS

    
SILHOUETTE SHOOTS

    
SMALLBORE RIFLE SHOOTS

HIGH POWER RIFLE SHOOTS

(SASSNET.COM) SINGLE ACTION SHOOTING SOCIETY  SHOOTS

  

  

  

  

  

(Pistol repair and upgrades only, no rifles)

IPSC
Steel
Bullseye
IDPA
Carry
Combat

Specializing in custom 1911 and S&W Revolvers

Will’s Gunsmithing
1550 Brookdale Drive
Corona, CA 92880

willssmithing@yahoo.com951.371.4971

 

1.   To provide members and their families with a safe environment for the shooting sports.
2.   To promote and support safe participation in shooting sports and firearm safety among
      interested youth in our community.
3.   To provide safe, qualified leadership in all club sponsored shoots and matches.
4.   To promote fun and interest in firearms and shooting in a safe and enjoyable manner.

CLUB OBJECTIVES

May 10-11     Las Vegas, NV
The Cashman Center,
Crossroads of the West
800-333-4867
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